
Farewell 2021… for U3A Wynyard 

2021 is hurtling towards its last hurrah… and I am amazed as always at the skill and talent we have 

been privy to in U3AWynyard this year.  

Our membership has continued to grow, slowly and surely. We are now well over 200, with 50 + 

members turning up to some sessions. Welcome to all our new members for this year. Serendipity 

continues to fascinate, big crowds turning up to be entertained and challenged by our fabulous 

tutors.  

The biggest session of the year was “Tasmanian 

Snakes” with Scott demonstrating his immense 

knowledge. My take away fact was the 

aboriginal method of treating snake bite was to 

bury a person up to their waist in sand under a 

tree in the shade…. Just compression and 

staying calm and still – just as we advise today! 

Jo Crothers, our resident geologist  has recently 

released a booklet outlining some geological 

walks in the Wynyard area. It’s a great 

publication, and should be compulsory 

Christmas reading (and walking) for all of us. It is 

now available from WOW.   We can look 

forward to a couple more walks of discovery 

with Jo in 2022.  

Our excursions continue to be really 

popular…the bus to savage River Mines was 

totally full (bigger bus next time!) and Redbank Farm put on a second tour to accommodate us all. 

The marriage of intensive technology with conservation values made for very interesting discussions. 

Wendy’s worm farms and gabion 

walls (picture left) were admired by 

many (despite the rain).  

There were so many sessions, it is 

impossible to mention and 

celebrate them all, but we want to 

acknowledge and thank all the 

tutors who freely give their 

expertise and time to us. Of course, 

an audience is important too – so 

thankyou to all members who come 

out to learn.  

 



Next year we will take a break from Film Appreciation, but can’t let that go without saying 

“Thankyou” to Janet Boland for her work and time in selecting a variety of films, and leading the 

discussions, which she has done for the past 4 years! What a contribution.  

 Huge appreciation and thanks must go to the helpers every week, with a special mention to the 

Emp, Gerri who keeps our trade table stocked, tagged and ready for sale. The trade table is a great 

fundraiser – keeping us in batteries for the sound system, and milk for the tea breaks.  Thanks too 

for all the members who help setting up and packing up, washing up and sweeping. We would be 

run ragged without you.  

2022 will see some changes in this…. We will be running excursions only on Mondays, so there won’t 

be any hall use that day. Normal sessions will be on Wednesday and Thursday (with a couple of 

extras on different days).   We have made an excellent start on the program for 2022, but are always 

on the lookout for session suggestions…. Send us an email if there’s something you’d love to learn 

about, or better still, if you have a friend (or enemy) with a great skill they could share.  

Biggest and loudest praise of all must go to our committee; Jo, Gen, Anne, Frank, Mal, Cheryl, Annie  

and Julia. Hours and hours each week are committed to making U3AWynyard the wonderful 

organisation it is. Gen ensures the logistics of each and every session are covered with the help of 

Annie, Julia and Anne.  Jo is a brilliant secretary (paying attention to all the details I gloss over). 

Cheryl keeps our statistics up to date. Mal is a diligent recorder of events and newsletter main man. 

Annie is ably taking over the reins of the website from Merv. Our thoughts are with Frank at the 

moment, as he’s having a really bad time with his health – best wishes mate. And best wishes to 

Merv, who still acts as an honorary committee member sometimes…but is also battling health 

issues. 

So everyone, watch this space…. We will be back with a whole new program in March. See you 

there! 

Rees Campbell      

President U3AW 2021 

 

 

Maryl Cropper channelling her grandfather with his 

smoking hat and pipe in the Build a Memory Library 

sessions.  


